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Risk Racing FLEXiT Light 860-00115 $39.95-H

The FLEXiT Light is a hands free flexible LED task light. It’s ultra-thin, flexible silicone body allows an unlimited amount
of light projections. The durable Shape-Loc™ frame makes it easy for users to bend, fold, wrap, stick or hook the
FLEXiT around objects to position and aim the light. FLEXiT uses 16 Lumen Tech™ LEDs with three light functions (low,
med, and high) that can be bent into positions to create a focused spot or a broad flood light. The durable ABS base
holds 3 AA batteries (included), the electronic switch and circuit, two large neodymium (rare earth) magnets, and a
loop to hang or mount the light. The FLEXiT is 0.85” thick, 7” wide, and 13” tall.

Light Mine Professional 860-00114 $26.95-H

The functionally designed protruding posts can be used as tripods or quad-pods creating a 360 degree freestanding
light. Eleven powerful neodymium (rare earth) magnets are located the end of each post allowing the user to attach
and aim the light accurately and securely in any direction. Powerful Lumen Tech™ LEDs are used in the front white lens
(8 LEDs) and back red lens (4 LEDs). The Light Mine Professional has four electronic light functions; low power spot,
high output flood, red night vision, and a high visibility hazard light.

• Powered by 3 easily replaceable AAA batteries (included).

Magnetic Light Mine 860-00105 $ 8.95-K

It has an intensely bright, wide angle LED and 12 powerful rare earth
(neodymium) magnets that allow you to stick it to any steel surface, or
rest it on any surface, and aim the light towards the workspace at almost
any angle.
It also works as a “pick up” tool for dropped screws, nails and hardware.

• Powered by three alkaline button cell batteries (included).

Disposable Nitrile Work Gloves 610-177728 $4.95-J

• Latex-free disposable Gloves for the shop or garage

• 10 Per Pack


